Trib
bology
Modulle5: Fluid film lu
ubricatio
on
Q
Q1.

What percentage of the to
otal area off the tribo--pair is in contact
c
in normal ope
erating
w
are the
e stress con
nditions at those
t
areass of contactt?
conditions and what

A
Ans:
In normal conditions real area
a
of con
ntact betwe
een tribo-p
pair is hardly ten perccent of
ontact area
a, stress-sstate alwayys exceed
ds the
apparrent area. With succh low co
elasticc/fracture point
p
of alll known so
olids. It ressults in pla
astic deform
mation in ductile
materrials, while generates cracks in brittle materrials. In such conditions, relative motion
m
betwe
een surface
es causes excessive
e
w
wear.
Q
Q2.

What are incomp
pressible flu
uids?

A
Ans:
In inccompressible fluid den
nsity remains constan
nt for isothe
ermal presssure chang
ges. In
other words the coefficient of compresssibility of fluid is zero..
Q
Q3.

What is laminar flow and ho
ow it is related to Reyn
nolds numb
ber?

A
Ans:
In lam
minar flow fluid
f
particles move along
a
straig
ght parallel paths in la
ayers or lam
minae,
such that paths
s of the individual flu
uid particles do not cross
c
those
e of neigh
hboring
particcles.
Reyno
olds numbe
er is a dime
ensionless quantity
q
and is denote
ed by

Wherre
is th
he mean ve
elocity of th
he object relative to the
e fluid (SI units:
u
m/s)
is a characteriistic linear dimension,
d
(travelled length
l
of the fluid; hyd
draulic diam
meter
when dealing witth river systems) (m)
is th
he dynamic
c viscosity of
o the fluid (Pa·s or N·ss/m² or kg/((m·s))
is th
he kinematiic viscosity (

) (m²/s)

is th
he density of
o the fluid (kg/m³).
If case of circula
ar pipe if Re
e < 2000 the
e flow is said to be lam
minar.

Q4.

What is Petroff’s equation and what parameter can be calculated from Petroff’s
Equation?

Ans: Petroff’s equation provides crude estimation of friction loss in sliding bearing. Friction
force and coefficient of friction parameters can be calculated from Petroff’s equation.
Petroff’s equation can be further used to calculate heat generated due to friction.
Q5.

Which equation is used to model pressure distribution between spherical contacts in
elastohydrodynamic lubrication?
Pressure distribution in EHL between spherical object can modeled using:

Where
Pmax is the maximum fluid pressure,
2b is total contact patch perpendicular to normal load
r varies between zero to value b
Q6.

What is the FDM in numerical analysis?

Ans: In mathematics, finite-difference methods(FDM) are numerical methods for
approximating the partial differential equations. FDM are based on Taylor series and
classified as "Forward difference method", "Central difference method" and "Backward
difference method". Central difference method provides better accuracy compared to
other two FDMs. Usage of these methods depend on the available boundary
conditions. Iterative scheme along with FDM is essential to achieve reliable solution of
partial differential equations.
Q7.

What is thermo-hydrodynamic lubrication and why is it necessary to consider thermal
aspect hydrodynamic lubrication?

Ans: The analysis of a hydrodynamic lubrication problem with allowance for viscous heating
and dissipation of thermal heat is commonly known as thermo-hydrodynamic
lubrication. It is important to consider the thermal effect because several lubricants
show reduction in fluid viscosity on increasing temperature, which may reduce load
carrying capacity.

Q8.

Which energy equation is commonly used in fluid mechanics?

Ans: The energy equation is a simplified form of the heat transfer equation commonly used
in fluid mechanics:

In the lubrication case Φ = τ(δu/δy). For Newtonian fluid Φ = η(δu/δy)2 where
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Q9.

u lubricant velocity in the direction of sliding [m/s];
p lubricant density [kg/m3];
Cp is the specific heat of the lubricant [J/kg K];
K is the thermal conductivity of the lubricant [W/mK];
w is the lubricant velocity in the ‘z’ direction [m/s];
x is the co-ordinate in the direction of sliding [m];
y is the co-ordinate normal to the horizontal plane of the lubricant film [m].

Explain continuity equation for fluid flow. How can the continuity equation be expressed
for incompressible fluid?

Ans: Continuity equation is based on the law of conservation of mass which states that
matter cannot be created nor destroyed. In other words, matter or mass is constant.

∂ ( ρu ) ∂ ( ρv ) ∂ ( ρw )
=0
+
+
∂x
∂x
∂x
The continuity equation for incompressible fluid (in which density remain constant) in
differential form is

